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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Rationale 

Together with the development of the society, communication, 

in particular conversation has become an indispensable demand of 

human. Since language has consistently been the main element of 

human social communication, and English is the international 

language, the demand to master and effectively use it has been more 

and more great. By means of communication, people employ 

language to exchange and express ideas and purposes, they are also 

simultaneously employing language to purse and maintain social 

relations.  

Within these functions of language, as a sub-part of linguistic 

system, thank-givings have played a very important part in everyday 

social interaction of many societies. Each linguistic system has its 

own ways of expressing ideas, in particular in giving thanks. In fact, 

language alone does not really make a perfect and complete meaning, 

it is used to invoke a whole range of shared knowledge and 

experience between speakers from aspect of a joint physical 

activities, to past conversation together, to shared cultural values. In 

fact, social factors such as social contexts, different relationships 

between interlocutors, genders, ages etc determiningly influence on 

ways of applying linguistic items, specifically thanking expressions 

in real social interactions.   

    Theoretically, the study is carried out to indicate the 

similarities and differences in ways of thank-givings in the two 

languages: English and Vietnamese, in specific, i.e. syntactic, 
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pragmatic,  and social features to explain more about pragmatic 

feature. 

For that reason, we, in our efforts, try to concentrate upon that 

topic in the hope that we can help learners of foreign language 

overcome these difficulties and effectively employ ways of thank-

givings to reach for a successful conversation. 

1.2. Aims and Objectives 

1.2.1. Aims of the study 

- This study aims to find out differences and similarities in 

ways of thank-givings;  the affect of Social and Cultural behaviors in 

thanking in the two languages: English and Vietnamese. 

1.2.2. Objectives  of the Study 

The study is intended: 

- To point out distinctions and resemblances of thank-givings 

in terms of syntactic and pragmatic features in English and 

Vietnamese. 

- To indicate social and cultural factors influencing on ways of 

thank-givings. 

- To collect the most popular usages of thank-givings between 

English and Vietnamese. 

- To help learners of English as second language develop their 

competence in giving thanks and refrain from misunderstanding in 

interactions. 

- To suggest some implications paving ways for learners in 

effectively using thank-givings as well as teachers in helping learners  

encountering with native speakers. 

1.3. Research Questions 
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To achieve the purposes, the study tries to answer the 

following questions: 

1. What are syntactic features of thank-givings in English and 

Vietnamese?  

2. How are Pragmatic features used in English and Vietnamese 

thank-givings? 

3. What are similarities and differences between English and 

Vietnamese thank- givings in terms of syntactic and pragmatic 

features? 

 1.4. The Significance of the Study 

Being aware that thank-givings are increasingly placing crucial 

factor in day-to-day interactions. Accordingly, the study on thank-

givings in English and Vietnamese aims at finding out differences 

and similarities in ways of thank-givings;  the affect of Social and 

Cultural behaviors in syntactic and pragmatic features of thank-

givings in the two languages: English and Vietnamese. Moreover, the 

study also helps learners of English as a foreign language  to develop 

their competence in giving thanks and refraining from 

misunderstanding in interactions and to suggest some implications 

for learners in effectively using thank-givings as well as teachers in 

helping learners in properly encountering with native speakers. 

1.5. The Scope of the Study 

In reseaching the ways of thank-givings in English and 

Vietnamese, because of lack of time, the study will not survey all 

linguistic aspects. With respect to expressive means, it will be driven 

to find out differences and likenesses in syntactic and pragmatic-

social features, not lexical, phonetic and stylistic ones. In terms of 
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social features, it will be focused upon gender and social status 

affecting on ways of giving thanks. 

Moreover, the study is also examined by the corpus of 

thanking patterns collected from questionaires for English as well as 

Vietnamese native speakers. 

1.6. Organization of the Study 

 The study is organized into five chapters: Chapter 1 is the 

Introduction; Chapter 2 is Literature Review and Theoretical 

Background; Chapter 3 is Methodology and Procedure; Chapter 4 is 

the Findings and Discussions; Chapter 5 is Conclusion and 

Implications.  

 

CHAPTER 2         

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL 

BACKGROUND 

 

2.1. Literature Review   

It seemingly arises the fact that thank-givings have socially 

been a very indispensable component in everyday social interactions. 

However, in fact there so far have been few materials or books 

concentrating upon thank-givings in both English and Vietnamese. In 

the work "Say It Naturally" by Wall, A.P. (1987), thanking patterns 

frequently employed in everyday interactions are listed according to 

some major subjects such as: helps or favours, gift-giving, 

invitations, information or directions, etc.  

According to Blundell,J.(1982), "Function in English" and 

Mark, E. (1987), "Socializing" categorized thanks with reference to 

given situations, ranging from formal to informal thanking patterns. 
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In these above mentioned books, limited thanks are just put in list 

and there is no any overall description of linguistic features as well as 

how to employ them in interactions. 

In addition to those materials, the previous research paper  

"Hành Vi Cảm Ơn trong Đối Thoại Anh - Việt - Xét trên cơ sở Ngữ 

Nghĩa Học và Dụng Học" by Nguyen Đuc Hanh provided more 

clearly view about ways of giving thanks in both English and 

Vietnamese. Also, the study of thanks in terms of linguistic has been 

studied. Nevertheless, to some extent, there still exist some certain 

limitations in researching variants of thank-givings. The study of 

Nguyen Duc Dan (1996) "Lô Gích – Ngữ Nghĩa - Cú Pháp" partially 

concentrates on”Thanking” verbs and speech acts on direct thanking 

patterns, but this is just a general investigation on functional and 

semantic aspects of thanking verbs on the whole that of performative 

verbs.  

Relating to my research, there are also some books showing us 

linguistic knowledge about sentence structures such as "The 

Cambridge Grammar of the English Language" by Huddleston,R., 

Geoffrey K.P. (2002), "Ngữ pháp Tiếng Việt - Câu" by Hoang Trong 

Phien (1996) or "Ngữ pháp câu" by Diep Quang Ban (2005).  

Up to now, however, there have not been materials 

investigated systematically about thank-givings with respect to 

linguistics such as syntactic and pragmatic features as well as social 

aspects in comparison between English and Vietnamese which are 

clear enough to help them effectively learn as well as apply what they 

have studied in real social encounters.  

2.2. Theoretical Background 

2.2.1. Speech and Thank – givings Etiquette 
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2.2.1.1. Notion of Speech 

2.2.1.2.Etiquettes of Speech 

In order to perform the role of the most important means in 

communication, language is conditioned and brightened to obtain a 

high ability of thought expressing. "Etiquette of speech is seen as a 

system of everlasting formulate with race’s specific. They are 

recorded in social communication and accepted by the society to set 

up relationship among interlocutors..."[6].  

2.2.1.3. Typical Linguistic Units of Etiquette of Speech 

2.2.1.4. Utterance and Structural Levels of Thank-giving 

Etiquette 

When people speak, they make utterances. An utterance is 

communicative unit, comprising of sound or word strings used in a 

certain occasion to imply a purpose. "Utterance is the use by a 

particular speaker, on a particular occasion of a piece of language 

such as a sequence of sentences, a single phrase or even a single 

word” [60,p.15].  

2.3. Syntactic and Pragmatic Terms 

2.3.1. Syntactic Terms 

2.3.2. Pragmatic Terms 

2.4. Speech Acts 

2.4.1. Direct and Indirect Speech Acts 

2.4.2. Influences of Social Factors and Relationships of 

Interlocutors on Speech Acts. 

2.5. Linguistic Functions of Thank-giving  Etiquette 

2.6. “Face” in Interpersonal Interaction 

In the word of Goffman [53,p.310], " the term “face” may be 

defined as the positive social value a person effectively claims for 
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himself by the line others assume that has taken during a particular 

contact. Face in a image of self delineated in terms of approval 

social attribute – albeit an image that other may share, as when a 

person may a good showing for his profession or religion by making 

good showing for himself." 

2.7. Politeness in Interpersonal Interaction 

2.8. Social and Cultural Factors in the Use of Thank-givings 

2.8.1. The Habit of Using Language 

2.8.2. Communication Style 

 

CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE 

3.1. Research Design 

The research is studied according to qualitative approach that 

is the combination between descriptive and contrastive methods to 

describe and analyze the syntactic and pragmatic features of thank-

givings in English and Vietnamese. The quantitative approach is also 

used in order to summarize the frequency of structures used for 

thank-givings. The similarities and differences between the two 

languages concerning aspects of thank-giving expressions are also 

carried out through these methods. 

3.2. Data Collection  

The data used in the study were picked out from about 300 

utterances from short stories, novels, books in both English and 

Vietnamese. The samples of thank-givings were almost found in the 

popular speech events such as at the parties, at the meetings, in 

families etc. 
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Questionaires contain 10 situations for each language: English 

and Vietnamese. They are intended for two groups of native English 

and Vietnamese speakers with the same number of 30 respondents 

for each one, ranging of different levels of ages, occupations and 

status in each group. For native English speakers, I e-mail the form of 

questionaires to my friend who are studying in Australia and ask her 

delivering to the native English people around her. After collecting 

the answers, she summarizes and e-mails to me. 

3.3. Data Analysis 

 The samples collected were described qualitatively in terms 

of syntactic and pragmatic features according to modern linguistic 

points of view in English and Vietnamese.  

 The frequency of structures used for thank-givings was 

summarized in the two tables in comparison between English and 

Vietnamese . 

 The pragmatic features of thank-givings were then totalized 

basing on the quantitative method in some tables. 

 The contrastive method was applied to analyse the 

similarities and differences in the syntactic and pragmatic features of 

thank-givings in the two languages. 

 Some generalizations and implications were drawn out after 

the data analysis. 

3.4. Procedures 

 Firstly, the expressions for thank-givings in conversations 

were collected. Secondly, the samples were categorized into groups 

on the basis of the syntactic features in each language. Thirdly, we 

analysed the syntactic and pragmatic features of thank-givings  in 

both languages. Fourthly, the similarities and differences of thank-
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givings in English and Vietnamese were identified and then 

summarized through some tables. Fifthly, some implications for 

teaching and learning of thank-givings expressions for the 

Vietnamese learners of English as well as some other issues for 

further researches were suggested after the conclusion was briefly 

reviewed. 

3.5. Validity and Reliability 

 

CHAPTER 4 

THANK-GIVINGS IN ENGLISH AND VIETNAMESE 

4.1 Syntactic Features of Thank-givings in English and 

Vietnamese 

4.1.1. Syntactic Representation of Thank-givings in English 

and Vietnamese 

4.1.1.1. Thank-givings in Declarative Structures 

                  a. Declaratives with Performative verbs 

       b. Declaratives with Modal  Verbs 

                 c. Declarative with Special Structures 

� Implicit subject patterns 

� Pseudo - subject patterns 

� Intensified or compound thank-giving patterns 

 4.1.1.2. Thank-givings in Exclamative Structures 

             - Exclamation 

 4.1.1.3. Thank-givings in Interrogative Structures 

             -  Wh- question 
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Table 4.1.  Summary of the structures used in expressing Thank-givings in English and Vietnamese. 

Structures English Vietnamese 

With 

performative 

verbs 

- thanks, owe, be grateful, etc 

Ex: I owe  you much  

      Thanks, Sir  

- cảm ơn, ñội ơn, ña tạ, etc 

Ex: Cháu mang ơn ông bà nhiều lắm  

       Cảm ơn anh 

With modal 

verbs 

- can, should ... 

Ex: I can’t tell you how 

thankful I am!  

      I should thank you for 

your assistance               

- nên, cần, phải... 

Ex: Con phải thành thật cảm ơn bác ñã chiếu cố 

ñến con ạ.  

      Không biết nên cảm ơn dì thế nào cho khỏi 

phụ công dì nhỉ?  Declarative 

With special 

structures 

- Implicit subject patterns 

Ex: Oh, thanks  

- Pseudo - subject patterns 

Ex: It’s most kind of you  

- Intensified or compound 

thank-giving patterns 

Ex:Thanks a  million. 

- Implicit subject patterns 

Ex: Cảm ơn anh 

         _____ 

 

- Intensified or compound thank-giving patterns 

Ex: Xin ơi, mình cảm ơn, cảm ơn Xin nghìn lần  
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Exclamative Exclamations 

- What...! 

Ex: What a beautiful present it 

is!    

- How...! 

Ex:How grateful I am to you! 

- Intonation and Emphatic 

words 

Ex: Great! 

You are so nice to help me!               

- S + V + ...+ quá/ lắm! 

Ex: Anh chu ñáo quá! 

- Thật/ thật là + ...! 

Ex: Thật quí hoá cho chúng tôi quá! 

          

                         ____ 

Yes-no type              _____                                   ____ 

Interogative 
Wh-type 

- How + (mod.) + S + ...? 

Ex: How can I thank you for 

what you have helped me? 

 

- S + làm gì...+ V+...? 

  S + V + thế nào+...? 

Ex: Tôi biết cảm ơn anh chị thế nào cho ñủ?      

Chúng tôi làm gì ñể ñền ñáp lòng tốt của anh chị ñây?  
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4.1.2. Similarities and Differences in Syntactic Features of 
Thank-givings  in English and Vietnamese.  

  4.1.2.1. The Similarities in Syntactic Features of Thank-
givings  in English and Vietnamese.  

Firstly,both languages English and Vietnamese, syntactic 
features of thank-givings are constructed in conformity with certain 
word orders. They are often formed into a complete”subject – verb” 
or S – V – O, S – V – O – A  structures.  

Secondly, there are equivalent thank-giving patterns in both 
languages with absent subject, oft-times employed in informal 
situations, expressing a complete meaning as a complete sentence.  

Thirdly, similar to syntactic features of thank-givings in 
English, Vietnamese also use intensifiers when interlocutors want to 
show politeness or sincerity.  

Fourthly, both direct and indirect thanking expressions are in 
English and Vietnamese depending on social distant relationship as 
well as power relationship between interlocutors. 

Fifthly, Yes/no type in interrogative structure are not popular 
in both English and Vietnamese. 

However, some aspects of thanking in syntactic features are 
different from English and Vietnamese languages. 

  4.1.2.2. The Differences in Syntactic Features of Thank-
givings  in English and Vietnamese.  

Firstly, In Vietnamese, thank-givings in exclamative sentences 
are not similar to those in English. Structurally, thanks do not begin 
with “how or what”, and the “subject-verb” structure remains without 
converse. They are not much different from ones in declarative 
sentences. As a result, speakers sometimes confusedly consider 
exclamative thanks as declarative ones. Hence, to recognize that, it is 
intonation that can help the addressee distinguish them. For 
examples, 

Secondly, personal names or titles often follow thanking 
expressions in English while in Vietnamese they are personal 
pronouns. Furthermore, in Vietnamese, there are some pairs of 
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pronoun that can be used to show the power relationship between the 
speakers and the hearers such as con – bà, em – cậu, con – ông... 
while in English there is only a pair of pronoun I – you. For 
instances, 

Thirdly, Pseudo-subject structure of thank-givings in 
declarative is absent in Vietnamese. It appears in exclamative 
structure. 

Furthermore, emphatic words is separately from What... or 
How... patterns in exclamation in English, but in Vietnamese, they 
are not. 

The frequency of structures for this speech act collected for our 
study is summarized in the table below: 

 
 Table 4.2. Relative frequency of structures used for Thank-
givings in English and Vietnamese (300 sentences for each 
language) 

English Vietnamese Structures 
Amount Percent Amount Percent 

Declarative 251 83,7% 240 80% 
Exclamative 45 15% 55 18,3% 
Interrogative 4 1,3% 5 1,7% 
 

    4.2. Pragmatic Features of Thank-givings in English and 
Vietnamese 

4.2.1. Thank-givings in Personal Relationship and 
Communicative Strategies in English and Vietnamese 

4.2.2. Thank-givings under the Influence of Socio-cultural 
Context in English and Vietnamese 

4.2.2.1. The affects of social distance in thank-giving 
expressions in English and Vietnamese 
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Table 4.3. Summary of Pragmatic Features of  Thank-givings  in 
term of Social Distance Relationship between Interlocutors in 

English and Vietnamese 
Distant relationship Close relationship  

English Vietnamese English Vietnamese 
Formality of 

language 
Formal, preferred Informal or colloquial, preferred 

 
 

Address 
terms 

- Mr/ Mrs/ 
Miss +    
surname 
- Sir/ 
Madam/Miss 
- Neutral 
pronouns:  
     I-You 

- Pronouns 
with or 

without first 
names: 

Tôi - Ông/ 
Bà/ Cô/ 

Chú/ Anh/ 
Chị 

- First 
name 
- Neutral 
pronouns:  
   I-You 
- Nick 
name 

- First name 
- Pronouns for 
intimately 
addressing: 
Tao-mày, Tớ/mình-
cậu… 
- Nick name 

Negative politeness strategy 
(1) and positive politeness 

strategy (2) 

Positive politeness strategy  
Politeness 
strategies 

(1) Preferred (2) 
Preferred 

Preferred 

Sentence 
structure 

Full, long sentences with 
hedges and polite markers 

Short, simple sentences, 
especially elliptical sentences 
forms preffered without polite 

markers 
4.2.2.2. The affects of power relationship in thank-giving 

expressions in English and Vietnamese 
a. Representation of the speaker of high – low relationship in 

thank-giving expressions in English and Vietnamese 
b. Representation of the speaker of  low - high relationship in 

thank-giving expressions  in English and Vietnamese 
c. Representation of interlocutors of equal relationship in 

thank-giving expressions in English and Vietnamese 
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Table 4.4. Summary of Pragmatic features of  Thank-givings  in term of Social power  

Relationship between the Interlocutors in English and Vietnamese 

 

High - Low Equal Low-High  Relationship 

Languages 
English Vietnamese English Vietnamese English Vietnamese 

Language 

fomality 

Informal, preferred Formal, Informal Formal, preferred 

Sentence 

structures 

Short, simple with necessary 

information 

Sentences with normal length or 

short, elliptical clause 

Full, long sentences with 

hedges, mitigating devices 

Informal or neutral Formal, neutral, informal Formal or neutral honorific Address 

terms 
- First 

name 

- Neutral 

pronouns: 

 I - You 

- First name 

- Informal 

pronouns: 

Tao-mày, 

Ông/bà – mày, 

Tao – Bọn bay 

- First name 

- Mr/ Miss/ Mrs    

  + surname 

- Neutral 

pronouns: I-You 

- First name 

- Anh/Chị/ 

Chú… 

  + first name 

- Neutral 

pronouns: 

- Title or 

Mr/ Mrs/ 

Miss +  

surname 

- Neutral 

pronouns: I-

- Title of 

pronouns of 

higher 

hierarchy + 

first name or 

none. 
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Tôi-

anh/chị/chú/cô, 

tớ-cậu, tao-

mày, … 

You - Formal 

pronouns 

Cụ/Ông/bà/ 

cậu/cô - 

cháu/con 

Politeness 

strategies 

No or few polite markers 

On-record strategies 

Preferred 

 

Negative politeness (1) or positive 

politeness (2) 

        (1) + (2)              (2) Preferred 

 

Negative politeness (1) or 

positive politeness (2) 

   (1) Preferred  (2) Preferred 
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4.2.3. Similarities and Differences in Pragmatic Features of 

Thank-givings in English and Vietnamese 

4.2.3.1. Similarities in Pragmatic features of Thank-givings in 

English and Vietnamese 

The acts of thank-givings share the following features in 

English and Vietnamese. 

Firstly, the functions of thank-giving expressions and the 

sentence structures for the representation of the function are almost 

the same in English and Vietnamese. 

Secondly, the relationship between interlocutors in social 

distance and power is the most important factors of context of thank-

giving expressions in both languages. 

Thirdly, in both languages, English and Vietnamese, the level 

of politeness and formality in expressing thank-givings is 

correspondent to the level of face – threat and distance in the 

relationship between the interlocutors. In both languages, indirect 

way of expressing thank-givings, sentence structures, address terms 

are relevant to describe different level of politeness and formality of 

thank-givings in relation to such relationships. 

Fourthly, the perception of politeness and formality in relation 

to personal relationship between interlocutors in communication with 

thank-givings in both languages are almost the same. 

Fifthly, both English and Vietnamese use intensifiers in the 

acts of thank-givings to emotions, feelings or sincerity and politeness 

to the hearers such as so much; very much... in English and lắm; rất 

nhiều...in Vietnamese. 

Besides the similarities, there are some differences in the 

pragmatic aspects of thank-givings. 
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4.2.3.2. Differences in Pragmatic features of Thank-givings in 

English and Vietnamese 

Firstly, in everyday interaction, English speakers use thank-

giving expressions more frequently than Vietnamese speakers do. 

There are some situations when English speakers would often 

express their thanking while the Vietnamese speakers tend not to do 

it. For instance, the Vietnamese people do not use “cảm ơn” for 

minor things such as opening the door, turning on the fan, etc. In 

some situations, Vietnamese people choose to remain silent or offer a 

smile or eye contact, especially when the addressees are family 

members, close friends, etc to thank when it is not regarded as 

necessary can sound in sincere or mocking. Silence, a smile,or eye 

contact might be used to express thanking in Vietnamese culture. 

Secondly, English speakers are expected to say “ thanks” 

whenever they feel thankful, no matter if the addressees are of lower 

or higher social status, older or younger, member or non-member of a 

family. It is common for parents to thank children, teacher to thank 

students, older people to thank younger ones. However, in 

Vietnamese, people in higher positions or older people are not 

normally expected to thank those in lower positions or to thank 

younger people. 

Thirdly, English speakers use personal names in expressing 

thanking more often while Vietnamese ones use personal pronouns 

flexility. This is the difference in cultural values reflected in two 

languages, English and Vietnamese. 

Fourthly, for certain feelings, Vietnamese culture prefer non-

verbal communication while American culture is more inclined to use 

verbal expression. For casual and informal circumstances, feelings of 
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thankfulness are not expressed by verbal expression such as “ Thank 

you” but by non-verbal, silence or smile in Vietnamese. 

Firthly, respond strategies in English differ from that in 

Vietnamese. In English, when an English speaker is praised, she/he 

would express her/his thanking for this compliment. But in 

Vietnamese culture, because of modesty, when a Vietnamese speaker 

is praised, she/he does not express thanking for this compliment, dose 

not assert this compliment but express that the thing that is praised is 

not worth to be praised. 

4.2.4. Results of Thank-giving Expressions of English and 

Vietnamese Speakers from Questionaires 

4.2.4.1. The use of directness and indirectness as seen from 

interlocutor’s age 

- The older to the younger 

- The younger to the older 

- The persons equal in age 

4.2.4.2. The use of Directness and Indirectness as seen from 

Interlocutor’s Relationship 

- The stranger to stranger 

4.2.4.2. The use of Directness and Indirectness as seen from 

Interlocutor’s Status 

       - Higher in status power 

       - Lower in status power 

       - Equal in status power 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHING 

AND LEARNING 

5.1. Summary of the Study 

Ways of giving thanks in English and Vietnamese, to a certain 

extent, share certain similarities as well as differences. By means of 

the comparison and description of English and Vietnamese thank- 

givings, in terms of syntactic and pragmatic features, there might be 

expected to result some following consequences. 

As regard about the syntactic means, thank-givings, either in 

English and Vietnamese are always presented by commonly sentence 

structures, already existed in everyday social encounters such as 

declarative, exclamative and interrogative sentences. The most 

typical feature of thank- givings in English is that they are often 

constituted into conversationalized formulaes. Otherwise, on the 

basis of pragmatic, thank-givings, exclusive of deleted structures 

occupy higher frequent occurrence in English thank- givings than in 

Vietnamese ones. Furthermore, in the two languages, thank- givings 

can be performed directly or indirectly, depending so much on 

situational contexts, relationships of the participants, interactive 

patterns and so on. 

Thank- givings, as referred to pragmatic means, English and 

Vietnamese thank-givings shares some similarities about the 

structures, polite strategies, basing on the relationships between the 

interlocutors, situations or contexts. However, cultures influence 

communication styles. According to Levine and Adelman, American 

culture belongs to “ high involvement” conversation style and 

Vietnamese culture belongs to “ high considerateness” one. So, there 
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are also different between English thank-givings and Vietnamese 

thanking. Vietnamese speakers tend to express thanking indirectly 

while English speakers like to thank directly. Besides that, personal 

pronoun is one of the many elements to express appropriate thanking 

in Vietnamese. And in English, personal name is used more often. 

The result from the questionaire has indicated the differences and 

similarities between English speakers and Vietnamese ones. 

From the study, we find out that, to express a successful 

thanking , we need know about not only the language – specific but 

also the culture – specific in both language English and Vietnamese. 

5.2. Implications for Language Learning and Teaching 

Learning to enable to competently use thank-giving 

expressions in a lively, natural manner is difficult for learners. 

Indeed, in the reality of social interactions, many learners have faced 

with many problems in determining how employ them effectively. 

The study therefore would like to suggest some implications for 

second language leaners and students in enhancing communicative 

competence with the use of thank- giving expressions as well as for 

teachers in helping learners be effective in giving thanks with 

members of target language communities. 

As concerned to  language learning, in order to embark on the 

competent use of thank- giving expressions, obviously learners must 

be familiar with its new vocabulary words and a new set of 

grammatical, syntactic rules – how these are pronounced and how 

they are combined to form meaningful and appropriate thank- 

givings. They should learn not only to produce grammatical correct 

thanks but also how to use them according to English language 

norms of usage in many interactive situations as much as possible. In 
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fact, these can be achieved through practicing intensive drills such as 

repetitions of thank-giving formulaes in certain contexts or doing 

exercises, etc. 

Needless to say, in the reality of social encounters, social – 

cultural characteristics are ones predominantly causing 

misunderstandings or confuses for language learners in giving 

thanks. Since how people speak is a part of what they say, learners 

may be enable to interpret the meaning of an utterance even though 

they” know all the words”. Worse, they may interpret what they hear 

according to the rules of speaking of their native language, thus 

frequently misunderstanding the speaker’s intentions and perhaps 

perceiving insincerity or offence where none were meant.  

Grammatical and lexical knowledge , therefore are not enough. 

In order to become competent in giving thanks what students need is 

socio-cultural competence – that is the understanding of what 

thanking structures or pragmatic are attached to certain circumstances 

or social relations between the participants. Furthermore, it arises the 

fact that many students, under the influence of the Vietnamese 

stereotypes “beat about the bush” are inclined to giving thanks in a 

very indirect and polite way, even with their intimates or well 

acquaintances. This, to some extents, easily leads to 

misunderstandings between encounters. The students therefore have 

to base on the rapport between participants in social interactions to 

avoid the habit of employing “over polite” thank-givings in informal 

situations. 

With respect to language teaching, In attempting to improve 

the learner’s competence in giving thanks effectively, teachers should 

help them make aware of all patterns of thank-givings often used in 
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everday conversations, from formal to informal ones. It, moreover is 

necessary for teachers to explicitly point out mainly grammatical 

features as well as expressive means taking part into constructing 

thank-giving patterns in terms of syntactic and pragmatic aspects. 

Due to lack of linguistic environment and chances to be 

acquainted with social and cultural insights of English speaking 

people, students fail to use naturally and properly thank-givings in 

social interactions with native speakers. So, it seems advisable for 

teachers to improve student’s awareness of socio-cultural norms of 

the target language. In other words, teachers should develop student’s 

abilities in analyzing thank- giving structures in a conscious manner 

as well as mastering how to appropriately apply thank-giving in real 

social interactions. In addition, it in fact is rare for people who study 

another language not to have a desire to speak it. Probably, 

conversation practice can be assumed as the most reliable route to 

help students enter a realm of real communication. Specifically, in 

learning ways of giving thanks, students in particular need to be 

given more practice. The frequent practice helps students produce 

grammatically correct thank-givings. As a result, as much as 

possible, teachers should consider encouraging students to involve in 

real social interactions. The more students are concerned in real 

social encounters, the better the proficiency in employing thank- 

givings expressions. These can be achieved through dividing students 

into small groups so that they can work in pairs and freely express 

their gratitude and appreciation through using thank- giving patterns 

with distinctive styles according to different situations or social 

relation between the participants. Together with designing exercises 
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into spoken models for role-play situations, teacher should give more 

exercises with written forms. 

5.3. Limitations of the Study 

This study is carried out with an attempt to investigate 

differences and similarities on linguistic aspects of thank-givings in 

both English and Vietnamese. Because of knowledge and time limit, 

I have not been able to look at fully all aspects of thank-givings in 

English and Vietnamese but only syntactic and pragmatic features. 

Moreover, this study is based on a small sample of data, so it is too 

early to come to any substantial conclusions. The result from 

questionaires are not so adequate and reliable enough to illustrate 

differences as well as similarities, because the situations in 

questionaires are narrow and do not cover various relationships. In 

addition, respondents were put into written forms when answering 

the queationaire’s questions, so answers might not be slightly exact 

to what is said in real life. 

5.4. Suggestions for Further Study 

Within the limitations of the study, a full description of all 

aspects of thank-givings can not be done. Therefore, there are many 

problems which need futher research in the future: 

- The influence of other factors of context to thanking 

expressions in English and Vietnamese. 

- The responsive utterances of thanking. 

 


